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Land Acknowledgement 
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Agenda

1. Vision: Building a Modern Transportation System

2. Consultation and Engagement

3. Immediate Actions

4. Future Transportation System

5. Next Steps



Building a Modern Transportation System

The Vaughan Transportation 
Plan (VTP) is the blueprint for 
the transportation system of 
tomorrow.

The VTP:

•

•

•



Vision

To provide high-quality, attractive, competitive 
and sustainable mobility choices to every 
resident, business and visitor in Vaughan.



Key Milestones



Consultation with Council

2019 2020 2021 2022

Communication
Meetings and 

Presentation



Public Consultation and Engagement

Winterfest Pop-up 

Kiosk

Consultation by the Numbers

10,00010,000
visits to the 

project website

400+400+
responses to 

community survey

225225
in-person interactions at 2020 

Winterfest and B2B Expo

~700~700
visits to virtual 

public open house

Phase 1: 

Phase 2: 

Phase 3: 



What We Heard



How to enable more mobility choices?

Build 

Infrastructure

Empower

Choice

Think

Forward



How is Vaughan accelerating change to 
more sustainable travel?

Build 

Infrastructure

• Planning street improvements and connections including:

•

•

•

• Partnering with York Region, MTO, CP and CN to accelerate 

implementation of key road bottlenecks and missing links

• Advancing signature Pedestrian and Cycling projects including:

•

•

• Defining roles and responsibilities regarding ownership, 

maintenance and use of streets

• Continue to coordinate and work with new developments to 

implement fine-grained street and active transportation networks



How is Vaughan accelerating change to 
more sustainable travel?

Empower

Choice • Continuing education and outreach activities within and outside 

the organization to promote sustainable transportation options

• Developing a made-in-Vaughan Micromobility policy

• Developing the City’s Transportation Demand Management (TDM) 

Guideline (2021) for all new development applications

• Creating Complete Streets Guidelines in partnership with Urban 

Design

• Updating Engineering Design Criteria and Standard Drawings in 

partnership with the Infrastructure Development portfolio



How is Vaughan accelerating change to 
more sustainable travel?

• Creating the Transportation Innovation Program in partnership 

with Economic Development

• Piloting On-Demand Micro-Transit Projects

• Continuing to advocate and investigate transit service 

improvements with York Region and Metrolinx

• Development of a Business Plan to introduce shared micromobility 

services to Vaughan 

• Collecting and utilizing new forms of transportation data

Think

Forward



What will the future transportation 
system look like?



What will the future active 
transportation system look like?



How will we implement the future 
transportation system?



Recommended Actions and Policies 
to support more mobility choices



Next Steps
•

•

•

• First priorities:

•

•



Thank you
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From: Jean-Franc;:ois Obregon 

Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2023 6:57 AM 

To: Clerks@vaughan.ca 

Cc: Council@vaughan.ca 

Subject: [External] Communication - Direction for Ward Boundary and Council Composition Review 

2023 

Dear City of Vaughan Council and Staff, 

I am concerned by the lack of local representation on regional issues. This can be solved by changing 

how Local and Regional Councillors get elected. I favour Option 2 in the Staff Report (pg. 5). Given 

that the province has intervened in a number of municipal matters, I suggest that Council re-affirm 

its authority to change its composition and how members are elected by updating its By-law. I 

understand this step has not been taken since 1970. 

Improving the local responsibilities of Local and Regional Councillors would improve their 

accountability to citizens. Regional matters like transit, regional roads, and housing can better reflect 

local needs. For instance, the impending re-paving of Dufferin St. is a missed opportunity for 

integrating local concerns. I have raised issues with pedestrian and cyclist safety on Dufferin St. 

between Glen Shields Ave. and Steeles Ave. soon after its re-design and re-construction in 2009. 

When I drive, I have not noticed the pavement's present conditions to have an immediate necessity 

for replacing. Pausing the re-surfacing for a year would allow time for needed road design 

improvements to improve pedestrian and cyclist safety. I have highlighted the need for improved 

pedestrian and cyclist already on the map and public board as part of the consultation for York 

Region's Traveller Safety Plan 2023-2027. Making this section of Dufferin St. safer for pedestrians, 

commuters who walk, and cyclists would encourage further reduction in car trips over time. This 

would also align with Vaughan's active transportation and sustainability priorities. Thus, electing 

Local and Regional Councillors on a ward basis could lead to better representation of the local 

electorate's needs. 

Electing Local and Regional Councillors at a ward-level has been done before in the City of Toronto, 

which most Council members would remember. When Metro Toronto existed, Metro Councillors 

(upper-tier) were elected at the ward level as of the 1988 municipal election. (1) If the City of 

Vaughan implemented this approach for the 2026 municipal election, it needs to look at Metro 

Toronto as an example. It was well-regarded by urbanists and there have been recent calls for 

improving representation in this way in Toronto. (2) 

The province's interventions into municipal matters since 2018 has eroded the strength of local 

democracy. It is worrying that the Regional Chair of York Region continues to be appointed by the 



province. Electing Local and Regional Councillors at a ward-level would improve local representation
at York Regional Council and offer a useful counterbalance to provincial intervention on these
matters. To be clear, I do not support adding a sixth Local Councillor for the 2026 municipal election.

In summary, I ask that the City of Vaughan Council and Staff take my ideas seriously. Municipal
politics is on the front lines of public health, housing and climate change. Having effective local
representation and accountability for Local and Regional Councillors would help to address these
issues. The City must use its authority to do this.

Thank you.

Jean-François Obregon
Laurel Valley Court, Concord, ON, L4K 2B3

(1) Toronto Aldermen gearing up for first direct Metro election". Toronto Star, July 16, 1985 via
Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1985_Toronto_municipal_election#cite_ref-gearing_2-1\
(2) https://www.thestar.com/opinion/star-columnists/2022/11/10/toronto-was-created-by-a-
premier-forcing-his-will-on-us-so-whats-changed-in-25-years.html





2023 Vaughan Transportation Plan 

I am struggling with the fact that the congestion on our roads, specifically along Hwy 7 
between Jane and Martin Grove is restricting my ability to live my life.   

I’m deeply concerned as I hear of 25 high tower condo buildings going in the SE corner 
of Weston and Hwy 7, with many more planned in the vicinity.  Based on the “Notice of 
Development Signs” posted, basically wherever there is retail space now, as well as the 
Board of Trade lands, there will be high density development.   

When I review the 2023 Vaughan Transportation Plan being considered by Council, for 
my area, I see no relief for the congestion on Hwy 7 (Pine Valley to Martin Grove), 
Islington, Kipling, Woodbridge Avenue, and in fact it will only get much worse.   

Upon reviewing the 2023 Vaughan Transportation Plan I have the following comments; 

• I’m happy to see a proposed Caldedon-Vaughan GO line but I don’t see any road
widening on Islington or Clarence to get the 2000 - 3000 cars from the
homes/multiplex units built on the Board of Trade lands to the GO parking or
other arterial roads.

• I see the widening of the Hwy 7 between Bruce and Martin Grove in the 2051
plan but no implementation timeline.  I realize this is a regional road and the work
is currently unfunded, but I believe the approval of the condo’s is within the
jurisdiction of the City Council and I believe that a freeze must be placed on any
high density condo development close to Hwy 7 from Hwy 400 to Hwy 427 until
this stretch of Hwy 7 has been widened.  It clearly needs to happen, yes it will be
challenging but every day that we delay will only make it harder.  As Hazel
McCallion would say, “Do your homework, plan, get the support, get the funding
and then build.”  We seem to have the cart before the horse building condo’s and
worrying about funding the infrastructure to support it later.  Pearson Airport
Phase 3 was not approved by Mississauga Council until the funding issue was
resolved.  Developers should not be approved to build next to our already
congested roadways totally paralyzing our residents.

• I’m happy to see the Colossus Flyover to Interchange Way.  Is it possible to
include ramps for the thousands of cars from the 25 towers to be built at
Weston/Hwy 7 to get directly on and off Hwy 400 without clogging up Hwy 7?

• The Islington and Hwy 7 intersection will always be a problem (congestion,
accidents due to poor visibility and speed coming down the hill, and ice on the
steep hill) unless something major is done.  I would suggest that City Planners
consider raising up Hwy 7 east/west over Islington such that the hill is not as
steep and having Islington north/south going under it.  In this way, there would be
no traffic lights required, saving countless hours.  Land would need to be taken
from the four corners for turning ramps but this does not appear to be impossible.
By raising up Hwy 7 substantially, it may also aid in the issue of the bridge for the
train over Hwy 7 needing to be widened. If the land was raised up, the bridge
may not be as essential making widening considerably easier.
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From: IRENE FORD  
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2023 11:33 AM
To: Clerks@vaughan ca; Council@vaughan ca
Cc: Christopher Raynor <christopher raynor@york ca>; Wayne Emmerson <wayne emmerson@york ca>; Minister (MMAH) <minister mah@ontario ca>
Subject: [External] May 3 Working Session

Clerks and Vaughan Council, 

Please find my comments below on the 2 agenda items.  

To be clear the authority to add another local coucillor, to decide how we elect local and regional
councillors is within the authority of Vaughan Council. 
No new local councillor has been added since the 70's, how we elect our regional council members has not been reaffirmed by any Vaughan Council in over 50 years yet
three Council members have been added at the regional level. Representation in Vaughan is no longer fairly balanced because Vaughan Council has increased regional
representation three times in the absence of understanding and responding the impacts upon local representation. 

Vaughan Council can't add another regional council member but they can decide how they are elected - at-large or by ward/area. t would appear the appropriate place to
understand the roles and responsibilities of Regional Councillors, how they are accountable to Vaughan residents is at Vaughan Council. There is no mechanism at York
Region council to review council composition to understand if we have fair and equitable representation that also contemplates difference in the responsibilities of our 'local
and regional council members' vs. local council members. 

1  D RECT ON FOR WARD BOUNDARY AND COUNCIL COMPOSITION REVIEW 2023
2  2023 VAUGHAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN

Ward Boundary Review And Council Composition Review

Suggested items for inclusion and direction to staff to guide the study on a council composition and ward boundary review

a council composition review to enhance fair and equal representation of

Vaughan Council (lower tier) that includes all voting Council members - local and regional
York Region Council (upper tier) that includes all voting Vaughan Regional Council members - regional councillors & Mayor and representation of
their distinct and different responsibilities from lower tier Council members

contemplates and reviews for the first time since the 70's how local and regional councillors are elected by ward or at-large and specifically if Regional
Councillors should be elected at large or by ward/area to enhance fair and equal representation  and
how provincial legislation has and/or may change to affect municipal representation of lower and upper tier municipalities as per Bill 23 (which removes
regional planning responsibilities at a future date), Bill 39 which gave strong mayor powers to Regional Chairs, could give Strong Mayor powers to
Vaughan in the future and how the impending provincial regional government review could impact local representation.

Background

When I learned of the ward boundary review in the midst of the pandemic late 2020 I was surprised and frustrated. The review was structured to be futile, regional
representation was excluded (even though a new regional councillor was being added). It was a costly exercise solely focused on moving ward boundary lines on a map as
per Council direction. Vaughan has not had a new local/ward councillor added since 1970, but as of the last election we've had 3 Regional Councillors added. I argued that
Vaughan doesn't have fair or equal representation because local issues are underrepresented due to the imbalance of having 5 Council members represent the City as a
whole and York Region (4 Regional Councillors + Mayor) vs. only 1 local Councillor who represents each of our five wards. When I compared York Region representation by
municipality based on 2020 population what I found was that Vaughan is the most locally underrepresented municipality in York Region yet has the highest regional
representation. 

It took me 5 months to get a straight answer from the Clerk on a two part question:

1) Do any by-laws have to be updated to confirm the addition of a new Regional Councillor and what by-law approved/authorizes how we elect Regional Councillor members
- elected at-large or by ward?
2) Who has the authority to decide how we elect our Councillors and add a new local Councillor?

It turns out our by-law for how we elect our councillors has not been updated since the 70's and the authority to decide if Vaughan's Council members can be elected at-
large or by ward is within the authority of Vaughan Council. t is also within the authority of Vaughan Council to add new local councillors. 

In the end it was never clearly articulated in Council chambers that the authority to change Council composition and how our Council members are elected at-large/by ward
is within the authority of Vaughan Council, that it hasn't been reaffirmed by any Vaughan Council in over fifty years in any updated by-law or otherwise. I think it's important
that the public and Council supports a study with this understanding front and center. My efforts did not change much other than perhaps documenting Vaughan residents
frustration with Regional representation; who call themselves local and regional councillors b/c they vote at both the local council (Vaughan) and regional council (York
Region). 
 Media story and letter written for background. 

I did not, nor do I necessarily want a 6th local Councillor, what I would like is better representation from our regional council members. I fundamentally believe that Vaughan
residents would have more fair and equal representatives if our Regional Councillors were elected by ward/area and accountable to that part of the City. At present it's like
we have 1 Mayor, 4 Mini-Mayors and 5 local Councillors. 

Since this time provincial Bill 23, More Homes Built Faster Act and Bill 39, Better Municipal Government Act have added additional uncertainty surrounding Mayoral and
regional representation. Bill 23 proposes to remove Regional Planning responsibilities. Of the multitude of undemocratic things about Bill 23 the timing with the municipal
election and permitting Vaughan to elect a new Regional Councillor when the province clearly knew that the roles and responsibilities of Regional Council members really
takes the cake. On top of this Bill 39 appointed Regional Chairs, intends to give strong mayor (chair) powers  to these same provincially appointed regional Chairs and
announced the province's intention to conduct a second review of regional governments. On the lines of undemocratic representation the Province released Bill 39 the day
before York Region's inaugural meeting in which they were to vote in a new Chair. Minister Clark sent a letter basically saying this legislation will be applied retroactively if
you don't vote for the Chair of my choosing; Wayne Emmerson. An article by the G&M as well as York Region News. This is the second time the province intervened to
ensure that Wayne Emerson would get the job, in 2018 we were supposed to publicly elect the Chair but the province change the legislation at the 11th house, Emmerson
wasn't going to run but then changed his mind when the role reverted back to being appointed (voted-in) by York Region publicly elected Council. 

I will be honest and say that I am concerned that Vaughan will undertake this study and the province will change the legislation, again, and it will all be for naught.
Nonetheless, I still think staff should proceed to conduct the study in a more wholesome way than in the past. 

Item 2  Vaughan Transportation Master Plan

Communication : C 4
Committee of the Whole (Working Session)
May 3, 2023
Agenda Items 1 and 2



The below diagram is for the Vaughan Transportation Master Plan. It appears there will be a 30 day public review period so I plan to formulate more comments. I see far to
much road widening and not nearly enough focus on functional, accessible transit. Of course Highway 413 is there and even though Vaughan Council passed a motion not
supporting the highway, staff still have to include this because it is a provincial project being planned. The Vaughan-Caledon Go Line as well as the Concord Go Station
appear to be responses to land use decision made by MZO's by Minister Clark and less about responsible transportation planning, based on where people live and need
transit right now. Needless to say it's disappointing to see this prioritized when so much else should come first. 
 
Thanks, 
Irene
 

 



Item #2, 2023 Vaughan Transportation Plan 

May 3rd, 2023 

Dear Mayor, Councillors and Regional Councillors, 

Reading through the overview of the 2023 Vaughan Transportation plan, summary of the future 
transportation network, noted, a road running parallel east side of Weston Road, to King 
Vaughan Road.  From my understanding, this illustration shows it going through potentially 
environmentally sensitive lands (understand future EA will be done), coming out onto an 
already busy road, and across from the homes of existing residents on the north side of King 
Vaughan Road, as well as Residents South of King Vaughan Rd and east of Weston Road. 

I ask that this section of road be removed/excluded before Council approves in principle the 
2023 Vaughan Transportation Plan.  As it stands, please do not use this to set the direction for 
the City’s future transportation plan or use it to incorporate into the City’s Official Plan, until 
amended. 

Would the existing road area become traffic chaos, if the concept road was left as proposed so 
close to an existing intersection (Weston Rd/King Vaughan Rd)?  Thereby defeating the 
objective – providing Residents and Businesses a high quality and sustainable choice.   

Should developing a quality future be at the expense of existing Residents?   Please remove the 
road running parallel on the East side of Weston Road, exiting onto King Vaughan Road, as 
shown on Maps 1 and 2 of Recommended 2051 Network/Implementation, before Council 
approves in principle the 2023 Vaughan Transportation Plan.   

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Respectfully, 

Alexandra Ney 
Resident of King Vaughan Road 
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